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Complete record of transactions on currency pair: - Price - Time - Account balance - Fee - Profit/loss - Entry - Exit Breakout/Take-over - Stop-loss - Time target - Trend/Channel - Currency pair - Profit/loss - Money spent - Gain - Loss - Stoploss - Open and close price - Per pip - Open/Close Date - Time frame - System used - Comments Automatically generate
conclusive graphs: - Account Balance - Risk/Reward rate - Security Analysis of trend and market condition - Daily Analysis of
price evolution Fees Monitor: - Account balance - Money spent - Gain/Loss - Entry/Exit price - Per Pip - Open/Close date Time frame - Currency pair - Profit/Loss - Comments Market Analysis: - Security Analysis of trend and market condition Daily Analysis of price evolution - Security Analysis of Breakouts - Security Analysis of Take-over - Market Analysis - What
are the main prices trends in the market - What is the profit/loss - Security Analysis of Exchange Rates - Trend/Channel analysis
- Security Analysis of RSI and Stochastic - RSI/Stochastic Analysis - RSI/Stochastic Channels - RSI/Stochastic Forecast Market analysis of the price evolution on different timeframes - Chart jFox Trading Journal Cracked Version Features: - User
can generate daily price graph for selected currency pairs - User can compare daily graph to history graph - User can select any
chart type (candle, line, bar, etc.) and can copy the graph to the clipboard - User can customize chart colors - User can select
table style (single or multi table) - User can select line style - User can add trends to the chart - User can add channels to the
chart - User can select chart type (candle, line, bar, etc.) - User can add channels - User can select line style - User can add
trends - User can select chart type (candle, line, bar, etc.) - User can add channels - User can select table style (single or multi
table) - User can select line style - User can add trends - User can select chart type (candle,
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This is a simple macro which contains a combination of 5 indicators. All the indicators are traded on the bullish/bearish trend,
but at different scales. MACRO-1 is the first indicator which will analyze the current candle. It compares the price to the
previous candle and will register if the candle is below or above the line. MACRO-2 is the second indicator which will check the
volume of the candle. If it is a smaller candle, then it will be marked by a red light. MACRO-3 is the third indicator which will
be comparing the low to the high volume. If they are close, then it will mark it in green. If the difference is not closed, then the
candle will be marked with a red light. MACRO-4 is the fourth indicator, which will compare the price of the candle to the
close price of the previous candle. If the price of the candle is close to the previous candle, then the candle will be marked in
green. If the price is not close to the previous candle, then the candle will be marked in red. MACRO-5 is the last indicator
which will be marking the volume of the previous candle. If the volume of the candle is small, then it will be marked in green. If
the volume of the candle is not small, then it will be marked in red. By default the candles will be analysed on a 5 minute
timeframe. jFox Trading Journal Statistics comes with a built-in calculator, allowing for the import and export of statistics in
CSV format. The calculator can be configured to export the statistics of individual symbols, currency pairs or the whole
portfolio. The CSV file can be saved and used to backup and restore the statistics for future analysis. jFox Trading Journal
Chart enables you to visually compare the statistics for several currencies and symbols. The stats are displayed in a time-line
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format, making it easy to keep track of the changes in the account balance. The application comes with a built-in calculator,
allowing for the import and export of statistics in CSV format. jFox Trading Journal - Report generates statistical charts based
on portfolio statistics exported to CSV format. The charts are customizable with respect to colours, line style, labels, titles and
markers. The export to PDF makes it possible to print the charts. jFox Trading Journal is a quality financial application that has
all the tools required for an effective currency trading. The application has the ability to print reports, graphs and 77a5ca646e
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*************************** Trading on the currency market requires more than solid financial knowledge and no investor
can make a profit without having the proper tools at hand to conduct thorough analysis on price evolution and predictions. jFox
Trading Journal is a tool that can assist currency traders in keeping track of their transactions and analyzing the market trends in
order to identify investment opportunities. The application comes includes various currency pairs, but you can easily add more
to the list. It can prove useful for managing the investment budget, storing data regarding all transactions, as well as generating
statistical data on the account balance and the risk-reward rate. Adding a new transaction to the list is a matter of a few clicks to
input the requested information. You must configure the currency pair, the trading position (long or short), the entry and the exit
prices, the stop-loss value, the 'per pip' value, open and close times, traget and used strategy and the time frame. Optionally, you
can enter comments and market fees for each transaction. The stored data can be backed up to your computer for safe keeping
and restored at a later time. jFox Trading Journal displays statistics on the number of transactions, profit or loss, the most
profitable trade, the number of gained or lost pips, the most traded symbol, the total amount of paid fees and so on.
Furthermore, it automatically generates conclusive graphs representing the account balance evolution and the risk-reward rate.
The application comes with a built-in note creator, as well as a tool that compares your EST time with the market hours in
different financial centers around the world. jFox Trading Journal cannot replace a professional market analysis application and
it is of no use to those who don't have a minimum of knowledge regarding currency trading. Its feature set makes is a handy
application for advanced traders or finance students who want to learn more about the currency market. jFox Trading Journal
Features: Main Features: The application comes with a built-in note creator, as well as a tool that compares your EST time with
the market hours in different financial centers around the world. You can enter comments and market fees for each transaction.
The stored data can be backed up to your computer for safe keeping and restored at a later time. The application shows you the
current trading status of all your positions in the currency market. A built-in calculator allows you to convert to the amount of
pips your transaction earned or lost. It displays your daily and weekly

What's New in the JFox Trading Journal?
jFox Trading Journal is a useful tool that allows for better monitoring of your trading activities and it generates a wide variety of
statistical and graphical data on the account balance, the risk-reward rate, the profit or loss evolution, the most profitable
currency pair and more. It supports over 25 currency pairs including USD, CAD, GBP, JPY, EUR, AUD, CHF, HKD, IDR,
MYR, NOK, PHP, NZD, SGD, TND, TWD and more. Using your computer, you can add new transactions to the list, configure
the trading strategy and start to enter transaction details. If you want to manually analyze the market, you can use the Graphical
Chart function, while the Market hours and calendar are available from the "Tools" menu. You can use the Note Creator
function to add the desired information regarding your transactions. The application keeps a record of all your transactions,
provides statistics on the account balance, the risk-reward rate and the profit or loss evolution over time, generates conclusive
graphs and can be synchronized to your computer to back up your data. If you want, you can use the Indicator Exchange (IEX)
function to buy and sell the requested currency pairs. jFox Trading Journal does not replace a professional market analysis
application. It is a useful tool for those who want to learn more about the currency market. Requirements: Windows XP and
above, 500 MB of free space, 2 GB of RAM, 2 GHz or better CPU, at least 12-bit color display, Internet connection. jFox
Trading Journal * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
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System Requirements:
Mac OS X 10.5 PDA/Phone (Blackberry, Android, Palm OS) Adobe AIR 2.0 iPad 2 iPhone 3GS Android 2.2 and above To be
reviewed: iOS 4.3, Android 2.3, Windows 7 The world of freeware mobile software is full of apps to help us with our daily
routine. But some apps are not available for your phone or tablet. Some have bugs. Some are just plain not too useful. And some
are more than just useful Related links:
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